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Call for tenders questions summary

Call for tenders' details 
  

Title: Provision of interim services for EASO in Greece. 
Start date: 24/10/2017 
Time limit for receipt of tenders: 23/11/2017 
Contracting authority: European Union Agency for Asylum (EUAA) 
Status: Closed 

Call for tenders question list 
  

# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

1 31/10/2017
10:53

31/10/2017
11:00

Technical and Professional capacity You mention in p. 26 of the tender
specifications that "at least one (1)
CV per category (I, II and III)
compliant with sections 1.3.1 and
1.3.2 of the technical specifications."
Does this mean that we need to
provide 24 different CVs?
In addition do these people need to
sign any statements of exclusivity or
we only need to provide their CVs?

31/10/2017
Yes, 24 CVs need to be provided. No
statement of exclusivity is required.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

2 31/10/2017
14:55

07/11/2017
14:18

Gross salaries As per the gross salary set out for
the three categories in the technical
specifications as well as in the
financial proposal, our
understanding is that the gross
salary for each of the three
categories is pre-determined.
Can you please confirm that:
a) Indeed the gross salaries for each
of the three categories cannot be
adjusted by the contractor either
upwards or downwards; and
b) That the contracting authority will
be carrying out audits to ensure that
the selected contractor is following
the gross salary set for all interim
staff deployed under this contract.

07/11/2017
A)Yes, the gross salaries for each of
the three categories cannot be
adjusted by the contractor. Price
revision is regulated by the provisions
of Article I.5.2 and II.20 of the draft
Framework Contract.
B)Checks and audit are regulated by
the provision of Article II.24 of the
draft Framework Contract.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

3 01/11/2017
12:36

07/11/2017
14:19

Gross Salaries Gross salary (D) the monthly amount
of money, which shall be paid by the
contractor to the interim staff after
deductions of all contributions legally
mandated to the contractor (taxes,
social security and other mandatory
contributions falling on the
contractor) and before deductions
legally mandated to the interim staff
(taxes, security and other mandatory
contributions falling on the interim
staff).
In Greece gross salary is considered
the amount the employee receives
before deduction of PAYE, Solidarity
Levy and his proportion of Social
Security.
Thus, for a gross salary of € 2,300
(Cat I in the tender documents), the
employee will actually receive €
1,573.12 net. The difference of €
726.88 corresponds to deductions of
€ 321.14 (PAYE), € 37.74 (SL) and €
368.00 (SS).
According to Greek law, all these
deductions are made by the
employer, and paid to the relevant
institutions. In the case of Social
Security, the employer will add his
proportion of Social Security; in this
case € 576.38. This amount would
be added to the tenderer’s fee (E) 2/
Please confirm that this arrangement
is in line with the definition of gross
salary (D) mentioned above.

07/11/2017
Yes, this is correct
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

salary (D) mentioned above.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

4 01/11/2017
12:41

07/11/2017
14:20

Contractor's fee Contractor’s fee (E) is all-inclusive
lump sum (excluding only
administration fee for missions’
management) covering 1/ the
contractor's fee 2/ ALL Social
security contributions, taxes and all
contributions and obligations legally
mandated to the contractor and not
the interim staff (13-14 month,
Christmas and Easter holiday
allowances, etc.);the interim staff
(including but not limited to bonuses
and allowances, etc) 3/ Any and all
other associated costs or charges of
any nature.
Again, as explained above, ALL
taxes, levies and social security
contributions associated with a
particular employee are, by law,
handled by the employer.
Within the duration of the contract
the employee is paid any proportion
of the 13th and 14th months¹ as they
fall due. Upon termination of
employment the employee is paid
the proportion of any extra payments
which fall outside the term of his
contract.

Again, please confirm that this
arrangement is line with point 2/
mentioned above.

¹ Easter bonus ½ month, Summer
leave ½ month, Christmas bonus 1

07/11/2017
Yes, this is correct
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

leave ½ month, Christmas bonus 1
month

5 01/11/2017
13:22

07/11/2017
14:22

Evidence of economic and financial
capacity of the tenderer(s)

In the tender specifications, p. 25, it
is written: "If several service
providers are involved in the bid,
each of them, in principle, must have
and show that they have the
necessary economic and financial
capacity to perform the tasks
assigned to them in the tender. The
same applies to subcontractors
whose tasks are equal to or exceed
30% of the contract."
Does this mean that in a case of a
consortium all members must meet
the required level of annual turnover
of 3,500,000 EUR for each of the
past 3 years or the consortium as a
whole can meet this requirement?

07/11/2017
No, please note that the economic
and financial capacity is cumulative:
the consortium as a whole shall meet
this requirement.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

6 01/11/2017
16:06

07/11/2017
14:22

1.4.4. Absences and leaves
You mention that absent days for
annual leave shall be paid in full as
normal.

Will the contractor get paid for
annual leave and or sick leave
days? Pleas advise.

07/11/2017
Yes, EASO will pay absent days for
annual leave in full as normal.
For other leave, not including annual
leave, which the interim staff is
entitled to under applicable legislation
(including sick leave, maternity leave,
etc), EASO shall pay in full up to 5
working days. After 5 working days,
payment shall be reduced at a rate of
5% (of the total cost per month of the
interim staff) per day not worked, up
to a maximum reduction of 100%,
until the return of the interim staff, a
replacement beginning work or the
termination of the order form. The
contractor shall be exclusively
responsible towards the interim staff,
financially and otherwise, for non-
annual-leave absences exceeding 5
working days.

7 01/11/2017
16:15

07/11/2017
14:23

In technical specifications 1.6.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS, 9 you
mention that the contractor
undertake to inform the Agency in
writing, as quickly as possible, of
any occupational accident suffered
... etc

How this could be the responsibility
of the contractor provided that
interims will be working under the
supervision of EASO?

07/11/2017
Interim agents do not have any
contractual relationship with EASO
and shall therefore report to the
contractor only. It is the contractor
responsibility to inform EASO of any
occupational accident suffered, using
the communication details indicated in
Article I.8 of the draft Framework
Contract
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

8 01/11/2017
16:19

07/11/2017
14:24

Tender specifications 1.7. SALARY
SCALES

In Greece employees in the private
sector are entitled to 14 salaries.
The indicated gross salaries per
category will be multiplied by 14. Is
that correct?

07/11/2017
No, this is not correct.

EASO will pay 12 * the ‘total cost per
month’ (1/ ‘gross salary’ + 2/ ‘fee’ =
‘total cost per month’ - see technical
specifications section 1.7).

ANY AND ALL ADDITIONAL COSTS
– including the TOTAL AMOUNT
associated with ‘13-14 month salary’
shall be included in the fee (element
#2 of the total cost which shall only be
paid 12 times per year). Therefore, to
account for these costs the tenderer is
advised to distribute these costs in the
fees.

Find below an ILLUSTRATIVE
EXAMPLE (therefore figures are
illustrative only):

-The total costs for the 13th and 14th
month for category I are €6,000
(gross €2,300 x 2 months + €1,400
associated costs). The tenderer must
distribute these costs in the fees, this
is the only way it can account for
these costs. Therefore the tenderer
should add €500 to its monthly fee
(€500 = €6,000 / 12 months)
-Without taking account of 13th and
14th month: 1/Monthly gross salary
€2,300 + 2/fees €2,000 = Total cost
per month €4,300.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

per month €4,300.
Taking account of 13th and 14th
month: 1/ Monthly gross salary €2,300
+ 2/(fees €2,000 + €500) = €4,800

9 02/11/2017
15:52

07/11/2017
14:24

Information on partner institutions As per the ToRs:
The objective of this procurement
procedure is to conclude multiple
Framework Service Contracts in
cascade for the provision of interim
services in Greece, by making
available interim staff to the Agency,
with a possibility of secondment to
other partner institutions
Could you please clarify who could
be a partner institution?

07/11/2017
Partner institutions could be
governmental and/or non-
governmental organizations, national
administrations and national services
responsible for asylum matters, inter
alia, the Greek Asylum Service, the
Reception and Identification Service,
Independent Appeal Committees, etc.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

10 02/11/2017
15:52

07/11/2017
14:25

Sub-contractors We'd like to include in our offers a
sub-contracting company which can
assist in provision of agents in
specific fields. Given that the
requested amount of
requests/interim agents per category
needed are not known, could you
please advise on how we can
complete the %of the contract
assigned to the sub-contractor
requested in SSF 4?

07/11/2017
EASO will mainly engage interim staff
under Category II and Category III.
The main profiles are as follows:
Category II: administrative assistants,
operational assistants, registration
assistants, security assistants
Category III: caseworkers, legal
officersThe FWCs shall cover the
following estimated number of interim
staff members per category:
Category I – 10 interim staff members
Category II – 100 interim staff
members
Category III – 90 interim staff
members
This distribution is indicative and may
change according to the needs.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

11 07/11/2017
16:52

08/11/2017
11:13

References According to technical specifications
p. 26 "References of 3 similar
contracts in the last three years
(similar shall be deemed to be a
contract involving placement, within
a given year, of at least 75 interim
staff placements or other types of
worker placements or successful
‘headhunts’ for periods of over 1
month each).
We have a technical assistance EU
funded project running for 4 years.
Within the framework of the project
we provide more than 200 non key
experts (placements) throughout the
contract duration. Would this be
considered as an eligible reference?

08/11/2017
The reference project shall confirm
the placement in a given year of at
least 75 interim staff or other types of
workers for periods of over 1 month
each.

12 08/11/2017
11:38

08/11/2017
11:49

Documentary Evidence by
contractor

According to section 3.3.2:
"Tenderers or their representatives
shall provide a Declaration on their
honour (SSF 8), duly signed and
dated [...] By returning the above-
mentioned form, duly signed,
tenderers confirm their awareness of
all requirements of the Declaration
on their honour (SSF 8)."
Can you please clarify if the
documentary evidence for the
declaration of honour must be
submitted as part of the
administrative proposal or during
award phase.

08/11/2017
Evidence for the declaration of honour
must be submitted as part of the
administrative proposal
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

13 09/11/2017
15:40

10/11/2017
10:29

Tender specifications 1.6.8
Regarding the responsibility to the
contractor to inform the Agency of
any occupational accident.

Our understanding is that the
interims will be working in areas
where the contractor will not be
present. In case of an accident
during working hours it is the
contractor's obligation to inform the
authorities within 24 hours about the
accident. If the interim is not in
position to inform the contractor of
the accident, it should be the
responsibility to the Agency to inform
the contractor on the spot. Is this
accepted?

10/11/2017
Yes, this is acceptable. It is anyway
the contractor who has to give EASO
all references needed to fulfil this
shared obligation

14 09/11/2017
15:42

10/11/2017
10:31

SSF 9 Price list evaluation Do we have to provide analysis of
the cost?

10/11/2017
The tenderers are expected to
complete the financial proposal as
provided in SSF 9. The Agency may
request detailed breakdown and
analysis of the costs at any time
during the evaluation phase.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

15 10/11/2017
16:00

10/11/2017
16:12

Personal data Cv’s per profile per category (I, II, III)
as evidence of technical &
professional capacity should be
submitted with hidden personal
data?

10/11/2017
CVs with hidden personal data are
acceptable.
In case of not hidden personal data
please note that as indicated in
section 2.9 of the Technical
Specifications:
2.9. DATA PROTECTION
Any response to the invitation to
tender will require the recording and
further processing of personal data
(name, address, CV, for example).
This data will be processed in
accordance with the requirements of
Regulation (EC) 45/2001 on the
protection of individuals with regard to
the processing of personal data by
Community institutions and bodies
and on the free movement of such
data.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

16 13/11/2017
13:56

13/11/2017
15:20

Subcontractors Could you please inform us if a
subcontractor can directly contract
interim staff?

Provided the subcontractor is paying
the gross salary specified in the
technical specifications, can his
(subcontractor's) payroll be
submitted to EASO as proof of
payment?

13/11/2017
Yes, this is possible. Please refer to
the technical specifications:
Section 2.8.2 […]the main contractor
retains full liability towards EASO for
performance of the contract as a
whole. Accordingly:
-EASO will treat all contractual
matters (e.g. payment) exclusively
with the main contractor, whether or
not the tasks are performed by a
subcontractor;
-under no circumstances can the main
contractor avoid liability towards
EASO on the grounds that the
subcontractor is at fault.
Section 3.3.1 […]
Subcontracting
If the tenderer envisages
subcontracting, the tender must
include:
-a document (SSF 4) clearly stating
the roles, activities and
responsibilities of the proposed
subcontractor(s), and the reasons
why subcontracting is envisaged;
-a letter of intent (SSF 5) by each
proposed subcontractor stating its
intention to collaborate with the tender
if the tenderer wins the contract and
their willingness to accept the tasks
and the terms and conditions set out
above, in particular article II.18 of the
draft FWC/service/supply contract.
Subcontractors are only obliged to
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

Subcontractors are only obliged to
provide the legal entity form without
the evidence, and are not required to
present the financial identification
form.
-

17 15/11/2017
11:21

15/11/2017
11:26

Offer Submission Please confirm that if the deposit slip
of courier service is dated on the
submission date 23.11.2017 before
24:00 CET, the submission of the
offer will be valid and accepted by
EASO, even if the actual package
will be received by you at a later
date (within 1-2 business days).

15/11/2017
Yes, this is confirmed.
Opening of the offers is scheduled on
30/11/2017 at 10:00 at EASO
Premises, but even if the offer comes
after that date EASO will accept it and
open it later.

18 15/11/2017
15:40

15/11/2017
16:10

Documentation Please confirm that all
subcontractors need to submit the
following Standard Submission
Forms 4 and 5, plus the Legal Entity
Form with no supporting documents.
Also please confirm that in case a
Subcontractor will have a part in the
contract of above 30% of the total
contract value, they are obliged to
submit also the Declaration of their
honour (SSF 8).

15/11/2017
Indeed Subcontractors are only
obliged to provide the legal entity form
without the evidence, and are not
required to present the financial
identification form.

Please also refer to section 3.3.2 of
the Technical Specifications:
Only subcontractors whose particular
share of the global volume is above
30% of the total must provide Forms 4
and 5. The same applies regarding
the requirement to present the
Declaration on their honour (SSF 8)
and in case of award the evidence of
compliance with the exclusion criteria.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

19 14/11/2017
16:08

20/11/2017
08:57

Cut off criteria What are the main criteria (% of
position fill rate, KPIs etc.) of EASO
to move into the 2nd contractor?
How does EASO defines the cut off
criteria of candidates?

20/11/2017
Please refer to Section 2.5.1 of the
Technical Specifications:
In the event that the Contractor is not
able to offer to EASO the required
profiles, refuses to offer, or if none of
the candidates proposed is suitable
for the job, EASO reserves the right to
send a request to the second
Contractor in cascade, and then the
third.

20 14/11/2017
16:08

20/11/2017
08:57

Compensation amounts Do compensation amounts per
month include benefits (annual
leave, sickness leave, maternity
leave, healthcare benefit) of the
employee based on local labor
legislation?

20/11/2017
All benefits shall be included in the
contractor fee.
The fee shall include:
•The Contractor’s fee for all services
covered; and
•Social security contributions, taxes
and all contributions and obligations
legally mandated to the contractor
and not the interim staff ( 13 and 14
months, Christmas and Easter holiday
allowances, and any other dues or
allowances legally mandated by the
Greek law ;
•Any and all other associated costs or
charges of any nature.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

21 14/11/2017
16:07

20/11/2017
08:58

Renumeration/compensation
adjustments

Is the contractor allowed to adjust
remuneration/ compensation based
on local market and salary grids?

20/11/2017
The gross salary of the interims for
each category shall be fixed for the
entire duration of the contract.

22 14/11/2017
16:06

20/11/2017
08:59

Contract duration What is the length of contract
expected per each category of jobs?
How many months is an employee
expected to work at least and/or at
the most (ie. 6-48 months)?

20/11/2017
The duration of engagement may vary
from 1 month to undefined period of
time. Each engagement will be based
on the needs and the duration cannot
be determined or fixed at present.
Several re-engagements are possible,
and shall be in line with Greek Labour
Law.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

23 14/11/2017
16:06

20/11/2017
09:00

Maternity leave or long sick leave In case of maternity leave or long
sick leave, is the contactor or EASO
that will absorb the additional cost of
recruitment and replacement of the
employee?

20/11/2017
For other leave, not including annual
leave, which the interim staff is
entitled to under applicable legislation
(including sick leave, maternity leave,
etc), EASO shall pay in full up to 5
working days. After 5 working days,
payment shall be reduced at a rate of
5% (of the total cost per month of the
interim staff) per day not worked, up
to a maximum reduction of 100%,
until the return of the interim staff, a
replacement or the termination of the
order form. The contractor shall be
exclusively responsible towards the
interim staff, financially and otherwise,
for non-annual-leave absences
exceeding 5 working days. In case
EASO requests a replacement, this
will be considered interruption of the
service. The contractor shall provide a
suitable replacement, in line with the
Technical specifications.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

24 14/11/2017
14:39

20/11/2017
09:00

Tender specifications: 1.4.4.
Absences and leaves, regarding
other leave, not including annual
leave, which the interim staff is
entitled to under applicable
legislation (including sick leave,
maternity leave, etc.,)

According to the Greek legislation, in
cases of sick or maternity leave, the
employer is obliged for the first 3
days to pay the employee half of his
daily salary and up to 13 working
days the difference between the
amount covered by the social
security and the employee's salary.
Paying the employees in full for the
first 5 days of sickness is EASOs
policy that the contractor is required
to apply? How the contractor will be
compensated for the difference he is
obliged to pay to the employee?

20/11/2017
EASO will pay the contractor in full for
the first 5 days of sickness (maternity
leave) and the contractor is
responsible to pay the interim
according to the applicable legislation,
therefore in Greece for the first 3 days
to pay the employee half of his daily
salary and up to 13 working days the
difference between the amount
covered by the social security and the
employee's salary.

25 19/11/2017
17:44

20/11/2017
09:01

Financial Regulation Where can we find this form? It's not
included in the documents library
under the tender.

20/11/2017
EU financial regulation is available at
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/biblio/docu
ments/regulations/regulations_en.cfm

26 19/11/2017
16:46

20/11/2017
13:39

Place of work Will there be a certain work location
for the interims? Will they have a
base?

20/11/2017
The place of deployment will be
determined at the time EASO
requests the services. The work
location shall be at one of the offices,
hotspots, hubs, where EASO
presents, or the place of the
organization where the Interim
support staff is seconded to.
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# Submission
date

Publication
date

Question subject Question Answer

27 21/11/2017
09:02

21/11/2017
13:23

Form of employment Is this a subject of temporary
employment where Agencies can
provide contracted employees for a
maximum of 36 months with
unlimited contract renewals where
there is a triangle between direct
employer (agency), indirect
employer (EASO) and the employee
or should we talking about "project"
where there is only one employer
(agency)?

21/11/2017
Interim staff are not staff members of
the Agency, do not have an
employment relationship with it and
are not subject to the Agency’s staff
rules or conditions of employment of
Agency staff.


